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Charm photoprodution at HERA: kT -fatorizationversus experimental dataA.V. Lipatov, N.P. ZotovNovember 24, 2006D.V. Skobeltsyn Institute of Nulear Physis,M.V. Lomonosov Mosow State University,119992 Mosow, Russia
AbstratWe alulate the ross setion of harm photoprodution at HERA ollider in the frame-work of the kT -fatorization QCD approah. Our analysis over the inlusive harm pro-dution as well as harm and assoiated jet prodution proesses. Both photon-gluon andgluon-gluon fusion mehanisms are taken into aount. The unintegrated gluon densitiesin a proton and in a photon obtained from the full CCFM, from uni�ed BFKL-DGLAPevolution equations as well as from the Kimber-Martin-Ryskin presription are used. Ourtheoretial results are ompared with the reent experimental data taken by the H1 andZEUS ollaborations at HERA. Speial attention is put on the spei� angular orrelationswhih an provide unique information about non-ollinear gluon evolution dynamis.

1 IntrodutionThe harmed quark prodution in eletron-proton ollisions at HERA is a subjet ofintensive study from both theoretial and experimental points of view [1{6℄. The value ofharm mass m provides a hard sale whih allows perturbative QCD (pQCD) to be applied.The prodution dynamis is governed by the photon-gluon g ! � or gluon-gluon fusiongg! � (diret and resolved photon ontributions, respetively) and therefore ross setionsof suh proesses are sensitive to the gluon ontent of a proton and of a photon. Veryreently, the H1 and ZEUS ollaborations have presented important experimental data [5,6℄ on the harm photoprodution at HERA. In [6℄ the data sample �ve times larger thanin previous analysis [1℄ has been used. Di�erential ross setions are determined for eventswith a D�� meson (inlusive D�� prodution) and for events with a D�� meson and one1



or two hadroni jets. In the ZEUS analysis [5℄ the di�erential inlusive jet ross setionsfor events ontaining a D�� meson have been measured and spei� angular orrelations inthe D�� and dijet assoiated photoprodution have been studied. A omparison of thesemeasurements with the next-to-leading (NLO) pQCD alulations shows [5, 6℄ that NLOpQCD has some marked problems in desription of experimental data. In partiular, thesigni�ant di�erenes are observed [5℄ in the shape and in the normalization of most of thedistributions between data and theoretial preditions. On the other hand reently muhprogress has been made towards a global understanding of the kT -fatorization [7, 8℄ (orsemihard [9, 10℄) approah by working out this piture for several heavy quark and promptphoton prodution proesses at HERA and Tevatron [11{15℄.The kT -fatorization approah is based on the familiar Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov(BFKL) [16℄ or Ciafaloni-Catani-Fiorani-Marhesini (CCFM) [17℄ gluon evolution. In thisway, the large logarithmi terms proportional to ln 1=x are summed up to all orders ofperturbation theory (in the leading logarithmi approximation). It is in ontrast with thepopular Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parizi (DGLAP) [18℄ strategy where only largelogarithmi terms proportional to ln�2 are taken into aount. The basi dynamial quan-tity of the kT -fatorization approah is the so-alled unintegrated (i.e. kT -dependent) gluondistribution A(x;k2T ; �2) whih determines the probability to �nd a gluon arrying the lon-gitudinal momentum fration x and the transverse momentum kT at the probing sale �2.The unintegrated gluon distribution an be obtained from the analytial or numerial so-lution of the BFKL or CCFM evolution equations. Similar to DGLAP, to alulate theross setions of any physial proess the unintegrated gluon density A(x;k2T ; �2) has to beonvoluted [7{10℄ with the relevant partoni ross setion. But as the virtualities of thepropagating gluons are no longer ordered, the partoni ross setion has to be taken o�mass shell (kT -dependent). It is in lear ontrast with the usual DGLAP sheme (so-alledollinear fatorization). Sine gluons in the initial state are not on-shell and are hara-terized by virtual masses (proportional to their transverse momentum), it also assumes amodi�ation of their polarization density matrix [7, 8℄. In partiular, the polarization vetorof a gluon is no longer purely transversal, but aquires an admixture of longitudinal andtime-like omponents. Other important properties of the kT -fatorization formalism are theadditional ontribution to the ross setions due to the integration over the k2T region above�2 and the broadening of the transverse momentum distributions due to extra transversemomentum of the olliding partons.Conerning the theoretial treatment of harm prodution in the framework of standard(ollinear) QCD, two types of NLO alulations are available for omparison with the reentH1 and ZEUS experimental data [5, 6℄. The traditional massive harm approah [19℄ or�xed-avour-number sheme (FFNS) assumes that light quarks are the only ative avoursin the struture funtions of the proton and photon, so that harmed quarks are produedonly in the hard proess. This sheme should be reliable when the transverse momentum pTof the harmed quarks is of similar size ompared to m and breaks down for pT � m. Itis beause of presene of ollinear singularities whih having the form �s ln(p2T=m2). In themassless or zero-mass variable-avour-number sheme (ZMVFNS) [20℄ harmed quarks aretreated as an additional ative avours (massless partons). This approah is appliable athigh transverse momenta pT � m. To ompleteness, we should also mention the general-mass variable-avour-number sheme (GMVFNS) [21℄ whih ombines the massless and2



the massive sheme. Note that the massless harm alulations take into aount harmexitation proesses and thus predit a larger resolved omponent in omparison with themassive alulations. However, both massless and massive approahes underestimate [6℄ themeasured ross setion of the inlusive D�� photoprodution in the intermediate transversemomentum pT and forward pseudo-rapidity � regions. An agreement between the theoretialand experimental results an only be ahieved using some extreme parameter values. Inpartiular, in the NLO massive sheme a very low harmed quark mass m = 1:2 GeV wasrequired [19℄. But even within this set of parameters, the shapes of the D�� transversemomentum and pseudo-rapidity distributions annot be said well reprodued. Some betteragreement between the massless sheme and the measured pT (though not �) spetrum wasahieved using speial assumptions on the  ! D� fragmentation. The similar situation isobserved in the ase of semi-inlusive harm prodution: the data tends to agree with theupper bound of the NLO alulation [5℄. However, the di�erene between the results ofNLO alulation observed in shape of inlusive di�erential ross setion as funtion of thepseudo-rapidity �D�� is not seen in the semi-inlusive ross setion as a funtion of �jet, andthe shape of the data is well desribed by the NLO QCD preditions. At the same timethe experimentally obtained dijet angular orrelations [5℄ show a large deviation from themassive NLO QCD preditions, speially for the resolved-enrihed sample. In general, itwas onluded [6℄ that for the preise desription of the harm photoprodution higher-orderorretions or implementation of additional parton showers in urrent NLO alulations areneeded.In our previous paper [11℄ the ability of the kT -fatorization approah to reprodue thereent experimental data for the D�� and dijet assoiated photoprodution (inluding thespei� angular orrelations between the hadroni jets in �nal state) taken by the ZEUSollaboration has been investigated. It was demonstrated [11, 22, 23℄ that the leading-ordero�-shell matrix elements of the photon-gluon fusion j �Mj2(g� ! �) ombined with the non-ollinear evolution of gluon densities in a protonA(x;k2T ; �2) e�etively simulate ontributionfrom the harmed quark exitation subproess g ! g. Next, some  � � orrelations inhigh energy p sattering have been studied [24℄ and omparisons to the reently measureddata of the FOCUS ollaboration at Fermilab were made. In partiular, it was shown thatthe analysis of the kinematial orrelations of harmed quarks opens new possibilities forverifying models of non-ollinear gluon evolution.In the present paper we will analyse the reent H1 and ZEUS data [5, 6℄ using thekT -fatorization approah of QCD. Mostly we will onentrate on the D�� and single jetassoiated photoprodution. It is beause these proesses have not been studied yet in theframework of kT -fatorization and the omparison to the experimental data [6℄ were madein the framework of MC generator Casade [25℄ only. We investigate the di�erent produ-tion rates (alulated in a number of di�erent kinematial regions) and make a systematiomparison of our preditions to the reent H1 and ZEUS data. Speial attention will bedrawn to the spei� angular orrelations in assoiated D�� and jet prodution sine theseorrelations are sensitive to the transverse momentum of the partons inoming to the hardsattering proess and therefore sensitive to the details of the non-ollinear gluon evolution.Additional motivation of this study is the fat that kT -fatorization approah automatiallyinorporates the main part of the standard (ollinear) high-order orretions [7{10℄. Ouronsideration will be based on the leading-order o�-shell matrix elements of the photon-3



gluon and gluon-gluon fusion subproesses (the diret and resolved photon ontributions,respetively) whih have been alulated in our previous papers [12, 26℄. In the numerialalulations we will test the di�erent sets of unintegrated gluon distributions in a proton andin a photon whih are obtained from the full CCFM [27℄, from the uni�ed BFKL-DGLAPevolution equations [28℄ and from the onventional (DGLAP-based) quark and gluon densi-ties. In the last ase we will use the so-alled Kimber-Martin-Ryskin (KMR) [29℄ approah.The outline of our paper is following. In Setion 2 we reall shortly the basi formulasof the kT -fatorization approah with a brief review of alulation steps. In Setion 3 wepresent the numerial results of our alulations and a disussion. Finally, in Setion 4, wegive some onlusions.2 Theoretial framework2.1 KinematisWe start from the gluon-gluon fusion subproess. Let pe and pp be the four-momenta ofthe initial eletron and proton, k1 and k2 the four-momenta of the inoming o�-shell gluons,and p and p� the four-momenta of the produed harmed quarks. In our analysis below wewill use the Sudakov deomposition, whih has the following form:p = �1pe + �1pp + p T ; p� = �2pe + �2pp + p� T ;k1 = x1pe + k1T ; k2 = x2pp + k2T ; (1)where k1T , k2T , p T and p� T are the transverse four-momenta of the orresponding partiles.It is important that k21T = �k21T 6= 0 and k22T = �k22T 6= 0. If we make replaement k1 ! peand set x1 = 1 and k1T = 0, then we easily obtain more simpler formulas orresponding tophoton-gluon fusion subproess. In the ep enter-of-mass frame we an writepe = ps=2(1; 0; 0; 1); pp = ps=2(1; 0; 0;�1); (2)where s = (pe + pp)2 is the total energy of the proess under onsideration and we negletthe masses of the inoming partiles. The Sudakov variables are expressed as follows:�1 = m Tps exp(y); �2 = m� Tps exp(y�);�1 = m Tps exp(�y); �2 = m� Tps exp(�y�); (3)where m T and m� T are the transverse masses of the produed quarks, and y and y� aretheir rapidities (in the ep enter-of-mass frame). From the onservation laws we an easilyobtain the following onditions:x1 = �1 + �2; x2 = �1 + �2; k1T + k2T = p T + p� T : (4)In order to be sensitive to higher-order e�ets and to distinguish between diret-enrihed andresolved-enrihed regions the variable xobs is often used [5℄ in the analysis of the data whihontain the jets. This variable, whih is the fration of the photon momentum ontributing4



to the prodution of two jets with highest transverse energies EjetT , is experimentally de�nedas xobs = Ejet1T e��jet1 + Ejet2T e��jet22yEe ; (5)where yEe is the initial photon energy and �jeti are the pseudo-rapidities of these hardestjets. The pseudo-rapidities �jeti are de�ned as �jeti = � ln tan(�jeti=2), where �jeti are thepolar angles of the jets with respet to the proton beam. The seletion of xobs > 0:75 andxobs < 0:75 yields samples enrihed in diret and resolved photon proesses, respetively.Another interesting variables, namely xobs (D�) and os ��, are also often used [5, 6℄ in theanalysis of the experimental data. The xobs (D�) variable an be onstruted in an analogousway to the traditional xobs [5℄. Using the D�� meson and the untagged jet (i.e. jet whih isnot mathed to a D�� meson) of highest EjetT , the quantity xobs (D�) is given byxobs (D�) = pT e�� + EjetT e��jet2yEe ; (5)where pT and � are the transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity of the produed D��meson. The sattering angle �� is de�ned asos �� = tanh � � �jet2 : (11)Studying the distribution of os �� also gives us the possibility to learn about the size of theontributions from di�erent prodution mehanisms [5℄. Finally, the inelastiity z, de�nedby z = (pp � p)=(pp � q) with p and q being the four-momenta of the �nal D�� meson andthe exhanged photon, is a measure of the fration of photon energy transferred to the D��meson in the proton rest frame. This quantity is sensitive to both the prodution mehanismand to the ! D� fragmentation details [6℄.2.2 Cross setion for harm photoprodutionThe main formulas for the total and di�erential ross setions for harm prodution rosssetions were obtained in our previous papers [11, 12, 26℄. Here we reall some of them. Ingeneral ase, the ross setion � aording to kT -fatorization theorem an be written as aonvolution � = Z dk2T �̂(k2T ; �2)A(x;k2T ; �2); (6)where �̂(k2T ; �2) is the ross setion orresponding to the relevant partoni subproess underonsideration and A(x;k2T ; �2) is the unintegrated gluon distribution. The diret photonontribution to the di�erential ross setion of p! �+X proess is given byd�(dir)(p! �+X)dy dp2 T = Z j �Mj2(g� ! �)16�(x2s)2(1� �1)A(x2;k22T ; �2)dk22T d�22� d�2� ; (7)where j �Mj2(g� ! �) is the squared o�-shell matrix element whih depends on the trans-verse momentum k22T , �2 and � are the azimuthal angles of the initial virtual gluon and5



the produed quark, respetively. The formula for the resolved photon ontribution an beobtained by the similar way. But one should keep in mind that onvolution in (6) shouldbe made also with the unintegrated gluon distribution A(x;k2T ; �2) in a photon. The �nalexpression for the di�erential ross setion has the formd�(res)(p! � +X)dy dp2 T = Z j �Mj2(g�g� ! �)16�(x1x2s)2 ��A(x1;k21T ; �2)A(x2;k22T ; �2)dk21Tdk22Tdy�d�12� d�22� d�2� ; (8)where �1 is the azimuthal angle of the initial virtual gluon having fration x1 of a initialphoton longitudinal momentum. It is important that the squared o�-shell matrix elementj �Mj2(g�g� ! �) depends on the both transverse momenta k21T and k22T . The analytiexpressions for the j �Mj2(g� ! �) and j �Mj2(g�g� ! �) have been evaluated in our previouspapers [12, 26℄. Note that if we average (7) and (8) over k1T and k2T and take the limitk21T ! 0 and k22T ! 0, then we obtain well-known formulas orresponding to the leading-order (LO) QCD alulations.The reent experimental data [5, 6℄ taken by the H1 and ZEUS ollaborations refer tothe D�� photoprodution in ep ollisions, where the eletron is sattered at small angle andthe mediating photon is almost real (Q2 � 0). Therefore the p ross setions (7) and (8)need to be weighted with the photon ux in the eletron:d�(ep! � +X) = Z f=e(y)dy d�(p! �+X); (9)where y is a fration of the initial eletron energy taken by the photon in the laboratoryframe, and we use the Weizaker-Williams approximation for the bremsstrahlung photondistribution from an eletron:f=e(y) = �em2�  1 + (1� y)2y ln Q2maxQ2min + 2m2ey  1Q2max � 1Q2min!! : (10)Here �em is Sommerfeld's �ne struture onstant, me is the eletron mass, Q2min = m2ey2=(1�y)2 and Q2max � 1GeV2, whih is a typial value for the reent photoprodution measure-ments at HERA.The multidimensional integration in (7), (8) and (9) has been performed by means ofthe Monte Carlo tehnique, using the routine Vegas [30℄. The full C++ ode is availablefrom the authors on request1. This ode is pratially idential to that used in [11, 12℄, withexeption that now we apply it to alulate inlusive and jet(s) assoiated harm produtionin another kinematial region.3 Numerial resultsWe now are in a position to present our numerial results. First we desribe our the-oretial input and the kinematial onditions. As it was mentioned above, the reent ex-perimental data [5, 6℄ on the harm photoprodution at HERA ome from both H1 and1lipatov�theory.sinp.msu.ru 6



ZEUS ollaboration. The ZEUS measurements [5℄ are performed in the following kinemat-ial region: 130 < W < 280 GeV, Q2 < 1 GeV2, j�jetj < 2:4, EjetT > 6 GeV, pT > 3 GeVand �1:5 < � < 1:5. These data have been taken at a proton energy of 920 GeV andan eletron energy of 27.5 GeV, whih orresponds to a ep enter-of-mass (.m.) energy ofps = 318 GeV. Here and in the following all kinemati quantities are given in the laboratoryframe where positive OZ axis diretion is given by the proton beam. The more reent H1data [6℄ refer to the kinematial region de�ned by 171 < W < 256 GeV, Q2 < 10�2 GeV2,j�jetj < 1:5, EjetT > 3 GeV, pT > 2 GeV and �1:5 < � < 1:5.3.1 Theoretial unertaintiesThere are several parameters whih determined the overall normalization fator of theross setions (7) and (8): the harm mass m, the fatorization and normalisation sales �Fand �R and the unintegrated gluon distributions in a proton A(x;k2T ; �2) and in a photonA(x;k2T ; �2).Conerning the unintegrated gluon densities in a proton, we have tried three di�erentsets of the unintegrated gluon densities in a proton, namely J2003 (set 1) [27℄, KMS [28℄and KMR [29℄. All these distributions are widely disussed in the literature (see, for exam-ple, review [31{33℄ for more information). Here we only shortly disuss their harateristiproperties. First, the J2003 (set 1) gluon density has been obtained [27℄ from the numeri-al solution of the full CCFM equation. The input parameters were �tted to desribe theproton struture funtion F2(x;Q2). Note that this density ontain only singular terms inthe CCFM splitting funtion Pgg(z). The J2003 (set 1) distribution has been applied inthe analysis of the forward jet prodution at HERA and harm and bottom prodution atTevatron [27℄ (in the framework of Monte-Carlo generator Casade [25℄) and has been alsoused in our alulations [11, 12, 26℄.Another set (the KMS) [28℄ was obtained from a uni�ed BFKL-DGLAP desription ofearly F2(x;Q2) data and inludes the so-alled onsisteny onstraint [34℄. The onsistenyonstraint introdues a large orretion to the LO BFKL equation. It was argued [34℄ thatabout 70% of the full NLO orretions to the BFKL exponent � are e�etively inluded inthis onstraint. The KMS gluon density is suessful in desription of the beauty hadropro-dution at Tevatron [15℄ and photoprodution at HERA [12℄.The last, third unintegrated gluon distributionA(x;k2T ; �2) used here (the so-alled KMRdistribution) is the one whih was originally proposed in [29℄. The KMR approah is theformalism to onstrut unintegrated gluon distribution from the known onventional parton(quark and gluon) densities. It aounts for the angular-ordering (whih omes from theoherene e�ets in gluon emission) as well as the main part of the ollinear higher-orderQCD orretions. The key observation here is that the � dependene of the unintegratedparton distribution enters at the last step of the evolution, and therefore single sale evolutionequations (DGLAP or uni�ed BFKL-DGLAP) an be used up to this step. Also it wasshown [29℄ that the unintegrated distributions obtained via uni�ed BFKL-DGLAP evolutionare rather similar to those based on the pure DGLAP equations. It is beause the onditionof the angular ordering onstraint is more important [29℄ than inluding the BFKL e�ets.Based on this point, in the present paper we use muh more simpler DGLAP equation upto the last evolution step in the ase of appliation of the KMR proedure. In the numerial7



alulations we have used the standard GRV (LO) parametrizations [35℄ of the ollinear quarkand gluon densities. Note that the KMR unintegrated parton distributions in a proton wereused, in partiular, to desribe the prompt photon photoprodution at HERA [13, 36℄ andprompt photon hadroprodution Tevatron [14, 37℄.In the ase of a real photon, we have tested two di�erent sets of the unintegrated gluondensities A(x;k2T ; �2). First of them was obtained [38℄ from the numerial solution of thefull CCFM equation (whih has been also formulated for the photon). Here we will usethis gluon density together with the J2003 (set 1) distribution when alulating the resolvedphoton ontribution (8). Also in order to obtain the unintegrated gluon density in a photonwe will apply the KMR method [29℄ to the standard LO GRV parton distributions [35℄. Inthe numerial alulations we will use it together with the KMR distributions in a proton.Note that both gluon densities A(x;k2T ; �2) disussed here have been already applied inthe analysis of the harm and beauty quark [26, 39℄ and J= meson prodution [26℄ in ollisions at LEP2.We would like to point out that at present there is no the unintegrated gluon distributionorresponding to the uni�ed BFKL-DGLAP evolution in a photon. Therefore the resolvedphoton ontribution (8) is not taken into aount in the ase of KMS gluon distribution.Signi�ant theoretial unertainties in our results are onneted with the hoie of thefatorization and renormalization sales. The �rst of them is related to the evolution of thegluon distributions, the other is responsible for the strong oupling onstant �s(�2R). Asit often done for harm prodution, we hoose the renormalization and fatorization salesto be equal: �R = �F = � = �qm2 + hp2T i, where hp2T i is set to the average p2T of theharmed quark and antiquark. In order to investigate the sale dependene of our resultswe will vary the sale parameter � between 1=2 and 2 about the default value � = 1. Notethat we use speial hoie �2 = k2T in the ase of KMS gluon, as it was originally proposedin [27℄. The fragmentation  ! D� is desribed by Peterson fragmentation funtion [40℄with � = 0:035 [41℄. The branhing ratio f(! D�) was set to the value measured by theOPAL ollaboration: f(! D�) = 0:235 [42℄. For ompleteness, we take the harmed quarkmass m = 1:4 GeV and use LO formula for the oupling onstant �s(�2) with nf = 4 ativequark avours at �QCD = 200 MeV, suh that �s(M2Z) = 0:1232.3.2 Inlusive D�� produtionThe results of our alulations are shown in Figs. 1 | 4 in omparison to the reent H1experimental data [6℄. Instead of presenting our theoretial preditions as ontinuous lines,we adopt here the binning pattern enoded in the experimental data. The solid, dashed anddash-dotted histograms orrespond to the results obtained with the J2003 (set 1), KMR andKMS unintegrated gluon densities, respetively. We observe a reasonable good agreementbetween our preditions and the H1 experimental data [6℄ in most of the bins. However, thereare some insigni�ant disrepanies. So, the alulated transverse momentum distributionfalls less steeply at large pT than it is visible in the data. The similar e�et was pointedout also in [6℄ where the massive NLO pQCD approah [18℄ (fmnr program [43℄) and theMonte-Carlo generator asade [35℄ have been used. Conerning the dependene of ourpreditions on the evolution sheme, we have found that the D�� transverse momentumdistribution is only little sensitive to the hoie of unintegrated gluon density: very similar8



preditions are obtained by all parametrizations (see Fig. 1). This is in agreement withresults of the previous investigations [23℄. The same situation is observed in W distributionwhere all gluon densities under onsideration predit a very similar shapes. In ontrast, thealulated pseudo-rapidity and z distributions strongly depend on the unintegrated gluondensity used. Note that pseudo-rapidity distribution additionally has been measured [6℄in the three bins of pT (see Fig. 2). In all these kinematial regions KMR gluon tends tooverestimate the data in the rear diretion and KMS tends to underestimate the data in theforward one. This is, in partiular, due to the fat that gluon-gluon fusion (resolved photonontribution) is not taken into aount in the ase of KMS gluon in our alulations. Atthe same time the pseudo-rapidity distributions obtained with the J2003 (set 1) and KMRunintegrated gluon densities (where gluon-gluon fusion ontribution is inluded everywhere)agree well with the H1 data [6℄ in the forward pseudo-rapidity region. This is in agreementwith the general expetations that resolved photon ontributions are important at � > 0.We would like to point out also that gluon-gluon fusion ontributes signi�antly in thelow z region. In order to illustrate this e�et we have separately shown the ontributionsfrom the photon-gluon (dashed histogram) and gluon-gluon fusion (dash-dotted histogram)mehanisms within the kinemati range of the H1 measurement [6℄ (see Fig. 3). The solidhistogram represents the sum of both these ontributions. We have used here the KMRunintegrated gluon density. It is lear that gluon-gluon fusion mehanism is important atlow z and should be taken into aount in desription of the experimental data.Next, the total inlusive D�� photoprodution ross setion �(ep ! e0D�� + X) hasbeen measured [6℄ and it was found to be equal to 6:45� 0:46 (stat.) �0:69 (sys.) nb. Theresults of our alulations supplemented with the di�erent unintegrated gluon densities areolleted in Table 1. The theoretial unertainties (whih are given for the J2003 (set 1)and KMR distributions) are onneted with variation on the sale �2 as it was desribedabove. The preditions of asade, pythia as well as NLO pQCD alulations (GMVFNSapproah and fmnr program) are shown for omparison. The entral values from massiveNLO pQCD alulations (fmnr program) and from asade are slightly lower than themeasured result, whereas those of pythia [44℄ and GMVFNS [20℄ are higher. One an seethat our preditions are rather lose to ones from the asade and fmnr programs andreasonably agree with the H1 data within the theoretial and experimental unertainties.Also we estimate the individual ontributions from the photon-gluon and gluon-gluon fusionto the total ross setion in the kT -fatorization approah. We have found it to be about 80%and 20%, respetively. Additionally we investigate the sale dependene of our preditions(see Fig. 4). In these plots the solid histograms were obtained by �xing both the fatorizationand normalization sales at the default value �2, whereas upper and lower dashed histogramsorrespond to the sale variation as it was desribed above. Here we have used the KMRunintegrated gluon density. One an see that sale variation hanges the normalization ofpredited ross setion by 20 { 30% approximately. Note that we have not varied the harmedquark mass and used the default value of m in all alulations.3.3 Assoiated D�� and single jet produtionNow we demonstrate how kT -fatorization approah an be used to alulate the semi-inlusive harm photoprodution rates. The basi photon-gluon or gluon-gluon fusion sub-9



Soure �(ep! e0D�� +X) [nb℄H1 measurement [6℄ 6:45 � 0:46 (stat.) � 0:69 (sys.)asade [25℄ 5:38+0:54�0:62pythia [45℄ 8:9fmnr [44℄ 5:9+2:8�1:3GMVFNS [20℄ 8:2+5:3�4:0J2003 (set 1) 4:92+1:15�0:72KMR 6:57+1:80�1:48KMS 5.10Table 1: The total ross setion of the inlusive D�� photoprodution in eletron-protonollisions at Q2 < 10�2 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65, pT > 2 GeV and �1:5 < � < 1:5.proesses under onsideration give rise to two high-energy harmed quarks, whih an furtherevolve into hadron jets. In our alulations the produed quarks (with their known kine-matial parameters) were taken to play the role of the �nal jets. These two quarks areaompanied by a number of gluons radiated in the ourse of the gluon evolution. As ithas been noted in [22℄, on the average the gluon transverse momentum dereases from thehard interation blok towards the proton. As an approximation, we assume that the gluonemitted in the last evolution step and having the four-momenta k0 ompensates the wholetransverse momentum of the gluon partiipating in the hard subproess, i.e. k0T = �kT . Allthe other emitted gluons are olleted together in the proton remnant, whih is assumed toarry only a negligible transverse momentum ompared to k0T . This gluon gives rise to a �nalhadron jet with EjetT = jk0T j in addition to the jet produed in the hard subproess. Fromthese three hadron jets we hoose the one jet (or two jets) arrying the largest transverseenergy, and then ompute the harm and assoiated jet(s) prodution rates.In the reent analysis [5, 6℄ performed by of the H1 and ZEUS ollaborations jets aredivided into two ategories: jets of the �rst ategory are assoiated with the D�� meson (D�-tagged jet), while jets of the seond ategory are not mathed to a D�� meson (D�-untaggedjet). The inlusive, D�-tagged and untagged jet ross setions have been measured [5℄ by theZEUS ollaboration whereas H1 data refer to the D� and untagged jet ross setions only [6℄.Note that formulation of the ZMVFNS do not provide the possibility to simultaneouslydetermine kinemati variables related to the D�� meson and the jet that inludes it, so thata omparison to the massless NLO pQCD alulations is only available for the untagged jetross setions [45℄. In the following we will systematially ompare the preditions from thekT -fatorization approah to all published data on assoiated harm and single jet produtionat HERA.3.3.1 D�-tagged jets: pjetT and �jet distributionsThe results of our alulations are shown in Fig. 5 in omparison to the ZEUS experimen-tal data [5℄. Notations of all histograms here are the same as in Fig. 1. The pseudo-rapidity�jet distribution additionally has been measured in the three bins of EjetT . One an see thatshape of the data is well desribed by our preditions, although the normalisation is un-10



derestimated (by a fator of 1.5). However, this disrepany is not dramati, beause somereasonable variations in harm mass m, energy sale �2 or �QCD parameter (not shown inFigs.) an partially over the visible disagreement. It is interesting that di�erene betweenthe theoretial preditions alulated with di�erent unintegrated gluon densities in a protonare somewhat less pronouned in omparison to the inlusive D�� prodution ase. TheKMS gluon tends to predit a larger ross setions than ones obtained with other gluondensities under onsideration. This fat is in ontrast with the results presented in the pre-vious setion where KMR gluon dominates. The possible explanation is onneted with thedi�erene in the kinematial region (in whih our preditions as well as experimental datawere presented). We would like to point out also that our entral preditions are very similarto the massive NLO pQCD results [18℄. It was laimed [5℄ that normalisation of the ZEUSdata for all distributions is reasonable desribed by the upper limit of these NLO pQCDalulations.3.3.2 D�-untagged jets: xobs (D�) distributionNow we turn to the D�� and untagged jet prodution. First we disuss the very inter-esting subjet of study whih is onneted with the individual ontributions from the diretand resolved photon mehanisms. As it was already mentioned above, the xobs (D�) variable(whih orresponds at leading order to the fration of the exhanged photon momentum inthe hard sattering proess) provides a tool to investigate the relative importane of thesedi�erent ontributions. In LO ollinear approximation, diret photon events at parton levelhave xobs (D�) � 1, while the resolved photon events populate the low values of xobs (D�).The same situation is observed in a NLO alulations, beause in the three parton �nalstate any of these partons are allowed to take any kinematially aessible value. In thekT -fatorization formalism the hardest transverse momentum parton emission an be any-where in the evolution hain, and does not need to be losest to the photon as requiredby the strong �2 ordering in DGLAP. Thus, if hardest jet originates from the � pair, thenxobs (D�) is lose to unity, but if a gluon from the initial asade form the hardest trans-verse momentum jet, then xobs (D�) < 1. This statement is learly demonstrated in Fig. 6where separately shown the ontributions from the photon-gluon (dashed histogram) andgluon-gluon fusion (dash-dotted histogram) subproesses within the kinemati range of theZEUS measurement [5℄. The solid histogram represents the sum of both these ontributions.We have used here the KMR unintegrated gluon density for illustration. In agreement withthe expetation for diret photon proesses, the peak at high values of the xobs (D�) is ob-served. However, one an see that o�-shell photon-gluon fusion results also in substantialtail at small values of xobs (D�). The existene of this plateau in the ollinear approximationof QCD usually is attributted to the harmed quark exitation from resolved photon. Inthe kT -fatorization approah suh plateau indiates the fat that the gluon radiated fromevolution asade appears to be harder than harmed quarks (produed in hard parton in-teration) in a signi�ant fration of events [11, 22℄. Therefore we an onlude that thekT -fatorization formalism e�etively imitates the harm omponent of the photon [11, 22℄.However, the predited tail at small xobs (D�) values is strongly depends on the unintegratedgluon distributions used, as it was demonstrated in [11℄. Note that the gluon-gluon fusionevents (with a gluon oming from the photon) are distributed over the whole xobs (D�) range.11



It is lear that these events play role at small values of xobs (D�) only and that now the totalontribution to the ross setion from the gluon inside the resolved photon is too small tobe useful2. This fat is in ontrast with the inlusive D�� prodution ase and oinide withthe results [45℄ obtained in the massless NLO QCD approximation.In Fig. 7 we onfront the alulated xobs (D�) distribution with the ZEUS data [5℄. Onean see that our results orresponding to di�erent gluon densities do not agree well withthe ZEUS data. If this disagreement is true, then the possible explanation of this fat isthe following. The alulated ross setions at low xobs (D�) are de�ned by the averagevalue of the gluon transverse momenta hkT i whih is generated in the ourse of the non-olliner evolution. It is due to the fat that events when the gluon jet has the largest pTamong the three hadron jets ontribute only in this kinematial region. So, this averagegluon hkT i whih generated by the all three versions of the unintegrated gluon distributionsunder onsideration possible ould be too small to desribe the ZEUS data. The similarsituation was observed in [11℄ where the D�� and dijet assoiated photoprodution has beenonsidered. However, the kT -fatorization approah well desribes the experimental datawith the ut on the dijet invariant mass M > 18 GeV [11℄. It demonstrates that thisut is essential for appliability of the desription of resolved photon ontributions by non-ollinear evolution in a proton only. Therefore we an onlude that further theoretial andexperimental investigations are neessary in order to understand and adequatively desribethe ZEUS experimental data in the low xobs (D�) region.3.3.3 D�-untagged jets: pT , �, pjetT and �jet distributionsIn Figs. 8 | 10 we onfront the di�erential ross setion of ep ! D�� + jet + X inphotoprodution as measured [5, 6℄ by H1 and ZEUS ollaborations with our preditions.One an see in Fig. 8 that the di�erential ross setion as a funtion of � and pjetT measuredby the H1 ollaboration is well desribed (both in shape and in magnitude) by our alula-tions. Also the predited ross setion as a funtion of � � �jet (see Fig. 10) are in a goodagreement with the experimental data. Note that there is some di�erene in shape of the�jet distribution between the data and our alulations. Similar to inlusive D�� produtionase, all unintegrated gluon densities under onsideration slightly overestimate the d�=dpTdistribution at large pT (see Fig. 8). But in general the H1 data on the total and di�erentialross setions are reasonable well reprodued by our alulations. In Table 2 the estimationsof total ross setion obtained from our alulations as well as from asade, pythia,massive and massless NLO pQCD evaluations are listed and ompared with the H1 data [6℄.The theoretial unertainties (whih are given for the J2003 (set 1) and KMR distributions)are onneted with variation on the sale �2, as it was made earlier in the inlusive D��prodution ase.Conerning the ZEUS measurement, the situation is not lear, as it seen from Fig. 9.One an see that transverse energy distribution is underestimated in all EjetT bins. Thedi�erene in normalisation between our preditions and the ZEUS data is about 1.5 or2This is one of reasons why the values of our ross setions (see Table 1 and 2) obtained with theJ2003 (set 1) unintegrated gluon distribution are not more the Casade preditions. The main reasons ofthis distintion are the di�erent fatorization sales in our alulations and the Casade ones and also theaount for the initial and �nal showers in the MC generator Casade [6℄.12



Soure �(ep! e0D�� + jet +X) [nb℄H1 measurement [6℄ 3:01 � 0:29 (stat.) � 0:33 (sys.)asade [25℄ 3:08+0:22�0:28pythia [45℄ 3:8fmnr [44℄ 2:65+0:78�0:42ZMVFNS [46℄ 3:05+0:62�0:47J2003 (set 1) 2:47+0:60�0:39KMR 3:61+0:84�0:68KMS 3.11Table 2: The total ross setion of the assoiated D�� and single jet photoprodution ineletron-proton ollisions at Q2 < 0:01 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65, pT > 2 GeV, �1:5 < � < 1:5,pjetT > 3 GeV and �1:5 < �jet < 1:5.even 2. This fat is in lear ontrast with omparison of our theoretial results with theH1 measurements. Also the shape of measured �jet distributions is very di�erent from thealulated one. Partiularly, the ZEUS data are overshoot our theoretial estimations inthe forward diretion. But a good agreement is ahieved in the rear pseudo-rapidity region(namely, at �jet < 0:5). The similar situation is obtained [5℄ in the framework of both massiveand massless NLO pQCD approahes [43, 45℄.Now we turn to some qualitative omparison between the preditions of kT -fatorizationapproah and the ones obtained in the framework of ollinear NLO pQCD approximation.It is well known that in the ase of inlusive single hadron photoprodution the diretand resolved photon ontributions are aumulated in the bakward and forward diretions,respetively. Using the ZMVFNS sheme, it was shown [45℄ that the pseudo-rapidity �jet ofD�-untagged jet (but not pseudo-rapidity � of the D�� meson) an serve as a disriminatorbetween these two ontributions. It is beause the shapes of diret and resolved photonmehanism are very di�erent to eah other. In Fig. 11 we split our entral preditions ford�=d�jet distribution alulated in the ZEUS kinematial region into their diret and resolvedphoton omponents using the xobs (D�) variable and show the results as the solid and dashedhistograms, respetively. We have used the KMR unintegrated gluon densities in a protonand in a photon. Similar to massless NLO pQCD [45℄, we obtain a strong di�erent behaviourof alulated ross setions at xobs (D�) > 0:75 and xobs (D�) < 0:75. Moreover, we reproduewell the diret ontribution both in normalization and shape (see also Fig. 8 from Ref. [45℄).But predited resolved photon omponent lie below NLO pQCD one by a fator of about 2,although agree with NLO pQCD results in a shape. The observed di�erene in normalisationis strongly depends, of ourse, on the unintegrated gluon distribution used. In partiular,di�erene between our alulations and results presented in [45℄ indiates again that averagegluon hkT i is too small and that further theoretial investigations of non-ollinear gluonevolution are needed. However, at qualitative level, the kT -fatorization formalism in asimplest way reprodues well the basi properties of the standard �xed-order alulationsfor proess under onsideration.
13



3.3.4 D�-untagged jets: os �� variableNext we turn to the di�erent angular orrelations in the harm prodution at HERA. Firstwe disuss the os �� variable. As it was already mentioned above, studying of distributionon os �� also give us the possibility to learn about the size of the ontribution from di�erentprodution mehanisms. It is beause this quantity is sensitive to the spin of the propagatorin the hard subproess [5℄. In diret photon proesses g ! � the propagator in theLO QCD diagrams is a quark, and the di�erential ross setion rises slowly towards highj os ��j values, namely proportional to (1 � j os ��j)�1. In resolved proesses, the gluonpropagator is allowed at LO and dominates over the quark propagator due to the strongergluon-gluon oupling ompared to the quark-gluon oupling. If most of the resolved photonevents are produed as a result of harm from the photon, a gluon-exhange ontributionin g ! g subproess should dominate. This results in a steep rise of the ross setiontowards high j os ��j values: d�=d os �� � (1 � j os ��j)�2. A reent ZEUS analysis [5℄ ondijet angular distributions in the D�� photoprodution has shown that the measured rosssetion from resolved-enrihed events (i.e. events with xobs (D�) < 0:75) exhibits a distintasymmetry with a strong rise towards os �� = �1. This behaviour suggest that events withxobs (D�) < 0:75 are dominantly produed by harmed quarks oming from the photon side.On the other hand, the os �� distribution for diret-enrihed events (where xobs (D�) > 0:75)is almost symmetri. In the kT -fatorization approah the os �� distribution is determinedonly by the photon-gluon fusion o�-shell matrix element whih over both sattering proess(sine there is no restrition on the transverse momenta along the evolution asade, as it wasalready disussed above). In order to study this quantity in a detail, in Fig. 12 we show thedi�erential ross setion as a funtion of os �� for the diret-enrihed (solid histogram) andresolved-enrihed (dashed histogram) samples separately within the kinemati range of theZEUS experiment. We have used here the KMR unintegrated gluon density for illustration.One an see that resolved photon-like events exhibit a strong rise towards os �� = �1, i.e.in photon diretion, onsistent with a dominant ontribution from gluon exhange. In ourtheoretial alulations, the peak at os �� = �1 at low xobs (D�) learly illustrates againthat the kT -fatorization approah e�etively reprodues the harm exitation proessesusing only the photon-gluon fusion o�-mass shell matrix elements. However, we shouldpoint out that the absolute normalization of this peak di�ers from the one alulated [45℄in the massless NLO pQCD approximation (by a fator of about 2). This fat is in afull agreement with the results presented in the previous setion (in Fig. 11) and indiatesagain that resolved photon ontribution is underestimated by our alulations (ompared tothe NLO pQCD ones). Unfortunately, at present there is no experimental data on os ��distribution in the assoiated D�� and single jet photoprodution. Therefore additionalexperimental e�orts in this �eld possible an give us the possibility to better onstraint theunintegrated gluon density in a proton.3.3.5 D�-untagged jets: azimuthal orrelationsFurther understanding of the proess dynamis and in partiular of the high-order or-retion e�ets may be obtained from the transverse orrelation between the produed D��meson and the jet. The H1 ollaboration has measured [6℄ the distribution on the �� angle,whih is the di�erene in azimuth between the D�� meson and the jet. In the naive leading14



order approximation, the distribution over �� must be simply a delta funtion Æ(��� �),sine the produed D�� meson and the jet are bak-to-bak in the transverse plane. Takinginto aount the non-vanishing initial parton transverse momenta k1T and k2T leads to theviolation of this bak-to-bak kinematis in the kT -fatorization approah [15℄.The alulated �� distributions are shown in Fig. 13 in omparison to the H1 data. Addi-tionally, in Figs. 14 and 15 we plot our preditions separately for the regions xobs (D�) > 0:75and xobs (D�) < 0:75, where diret and resolved photon indued proesses dominate, respe-tively. Last results have been alulated for the ZEUS kinematial range, as it was desribedabove. It is lear that kT -fatorization approah predits a large fration of events where theD�� and the jet are not bak-to-bak. The measured deviations from the bak-to-bak topol-ogy are reasonable well desribed by our alulations. Best agreement is ahieved using theKMR unintegrated gluon density. There is general behaviour of theoretial results obtainedusing the unintegrated gluon densities under onsideration. All of them overestimate the H1data at �� � 0 (where gluon kT is large) as well as at �� � �, i.e. in the bak-to-bakregion. But at moderate �� our preditions tends to underestimate the data. One an seethat region of low �� is very sensitive to the unintegrated gluon distributions: the di�erenebetween preditions an be one order of magnitude (see Figs. 14 and 15). The similar resultshas been obtained in [11, 15℄. Therefore we an expet that further theoretial and exper-imental studying of these orrelations will give important information about non-ollinearparton evolution dynamis in a proton and in a photon.4 ConlusionsWe have investigated the harm photoprodution in eletron-proton ollisions at HERAusing the kT -fatorization approah of QCD. Our analysis over the inlusive harm produ-tion as well as harm and assoiated jet prodution proesses. Both photon-gluon (diret)and gluon-gluon fusion (resolved) mehanisms were taken into aount. Our investigationswere based on the leading-order o�-shell matrix elements of the relevant partoni subpro-esses. The total and di�erential ross setions have been alulated and the omparisons tothe reent H1 and ZEUS experimental data have been made. In numerial analysis we haveused the unintegrated gluon densities whih are obtained from the full CCFM, from uni�edBFKL-DGLAP evolution equations as well as from the Kimber-Martin-Ryskin presription.We have shown that the kT -fatorization approah reprodues reasonably well the nu-merous H1 data on both inlusive harm and assoiated harm and jet prodution. At thesame time we �nd that the ZEUS measurements overshoot our theoretial preditions by afator of about 1.5 or even 2. It means that additional e�orts should be done from both thetheoretial and experimental sides in order to redue this disagreement.We �nd that our results agree with the standard NLO pQCD ones at qualitative levelfor proess under onsideration. It was demonstrated that o�-shell matrix elements om-bined with the non-ollinear evolution of gluon densities in a proton e�etively simulatethe harmed quark exitation proesses. We �nd that resolved photon ontributions areunderestimated in the framework of kT -fatorization formalism ompared to the masslessNLO pQCD alulations. Of ourse, degree of this underestimation strongly depends on theunintegrated gluon density used. 15
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Figure 1: The di�erential ross setions of the inlusive D�� prodution at HERA alulatedin the kinemati range Q2 < 0:01 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65, pT > 2 GeV and �1:5 < � <1:5. The solid, dashed and dash-dotted histograms orrespond to the preditions obtainedwith the J2003 (set 1), KMR and KMS unintegrated gluon densities, respetively. Theexperimental data are from H1 [6℄.
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Figure 2: Inlusive D�� ross setions as a funtion of � for three bins of pT . Notations ofall histograms here are the same as in Fig. 1. The experimental data are from H1 [6℄.
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Figure 3: The d�=dz distribution of the inlusive D�� prodution at HERA alulated inthe kinemati range Q2 < 0:01 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65, pT > 2 GeV and �1:5 < � <1:5. Separately shown the ontributions from the photon-gluon (dashed histogram) andgluon-gluon (dash-dotted histogram). Solid histogram represents the sum of both theseontributions. The KMR unintegrated gluon densities in a proton and in a photon havebeen used.
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Figure 4: The d�=dpT distribution of the inlusive D�� prodution at HERA alulated inthe kinemati range Q2 < 0:01 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65 and �1:5 < � < 1:5. Solid, upperdashed and lower dashed histograms were obtained with the �2 = m2T , �2 = 1=4m2T and�2 = 4m2T , respetively. The experimental data are from H1 [6℄.
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Figure 5: The di�erential ross setions of the D�� and tagged jet prodution at HERAalulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV,j�j < 1:5, �1:5 < �jet < 2:4 and EjetT > 6 GeV. Notations of all histograms here are the sameas in Fig. 1. The experimental data are from ZEUS [5℄.
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Figure 6: Diret (dashed histogram) and resolved photon (dashed-dotted histogram) om-ponents of our entral preditions of the di�erential ross setion d�=dxobs (D�) alulatedin the kinemati range Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV, j�j < 1:5,�1:5 < �jet < 2:4 and EjetT > 6 GeV. The KMR unintegrated gluon densities in a proton andin a photon have been used.
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Figure 7: The d�=dxobs (D�) distribution of the assoiated D�� and jet prodution at HERAalulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV, j�j < 1:5,�1:5 < �jet < 2:4 and EjetT > 6 GeV. Notations of all histograms here are the same as inFig. 1. The experimental data are from ZEUS [5℄.
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Figure 8: The di�erential ross setions of the D�� and untagged jet prodution at HERAalulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 0:01 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65, pT > 2 GeV, �1:5 <� < 1:5, pjetT > 3 GeV and �1:5 < �jet < 1:5. Notations of all histograms here are the sameas in Fig. 1. The experimental data are from H1 [6℄.
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Figure 9: The di�erential ross setions of the D�� and untagged jet prodution at HERAalulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV, j�j < 1:5,�1:5 < �jet < 2:4 and EjetT > 6 GeV. Notations of all histograms here are the same as inFig. 1. The experimental data are from ZEUS [5℄.
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Figure 10: The ross setion of the D�� and untagged jet prodution as a funtion of� � �jet alulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 0:01 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65, pT > 2 GeV,�1:5 < � < 1:5, pjetT > 3 GeV and �1:5 < �jet < 1:5. Notations of all histograms here arethe same as in Fig. 1. The experimental data are from H1 [6℄.
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Figure 11: Diret (solid histogram) and resolved photon (dashed histogram) omponents ofour entral preditions of the di�erential ross setion d�=d�jet alulated in the kinematirange Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV, j�j < 1:5, �1:5 < �jet < 2:4 andEjetT > 6 GeV. The KMR unintegrated gluon densities in a proton and in a photon have beenused.
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Figure 12: Diret (solid histogram) and resolved photon (dashed histogram) omponents ofour entral preditions of the di�erential ross setion d�=d os �� alulated in the kinematirange Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV, j�j < 1:5, �1:5 < �jet < 2:4 andEjetT > 6 GeV. The KMR unintegrated gluon densities in a proton and in a photon have beenused.
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Figure 13: The ross setion of the D�� and untagged jet prodution as a funtion of�� alulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 0:01 GeV2, 0:29 < y < 0:65, pT > 2 GeV,�1:5 < � < 1:5, pjetT > 3 GeV and �1:5 < �jet < 1:5. Notations of all histograms here arethe same as in Fig. 1. The experimental data are from H1 [6℄.
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Figure 14: The ross setion of the D�� and untagged jet prodution as a funtion of ��alulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV, j�j < 1:5,�1:5 < �jet < 2:4, EjetT > 6 GeV and xobs (D�) > 0:75. Notations of all histograms here arethe same as in Fig. 1.
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Figure 15: The ross setion of the D�� and untagged jet prodution as a funtion of ��alulated in the kinemati range Q2 < 1 GeV2, 130 < W < 280 GeV, pT > 3 GeV, j�j < 1:5,�1:5 < �jet < 2:4, EjetT > 6 GeV and xobs (D�) < 0:75. Notations of all histograms here arethe same as in Fig. 1.
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